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parisons of data obtained for the determination
of iron in the reference material: Mixed Polish
Herbs and Tea Leaves. Preparation of the material

and organization of the interlaboratory compari-
son were performed by the Department of Ana-
lytical Chemistry (Institute of Nuclear Chemistry
and Technology) [5,6].

In Figure 1, there are shown the data obtained
for the determination of iron in the tea leaves.
Since the attempt to approximate its distribution

Investigations performed by some authors [1]
have shown that statistical distribution of the re-
sults taken from interlaboratory comparisons of-

ten cannot be approximated by the normal prob-
ability function. In some cases, attempts to ap-
proximate them by other distribution functions
(e.g. Weibull) also failed [2]. In such situations

nonparametric [3] or bootstrap method [4] for
results evaluation should be used. Both the meth-
ods have been applied for interlaboratory com-

[3]. Laufenberg T.L.: Forest Prod. J., 36, 2, 59-62 (1986).
[4]. Mankowski P., Gierlik E., Dzbeński W.: Badanie roz-

kładu gęstości drewna metodami radiometrycznymi.
www.-rak.sggw.waw.pl/~1mankowski/r-gest-dr/r-gest-
dr.html (in Polish).
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Fig.1. Cumulative distribution of the results of iron content in tea leaves: a – the whole set of 92 results; b – results for
particular analytical methods: A0 – AAS general, A1 – AAS flame technique, E2 – AES (ICP), N1 – INAA
(thermal neutrons).

Fig.2. Box and whiskers plots of intercomparisons results for herbs (a) and leaves (b).
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by the normal probability function failed [2], the
results were evaluated using nonparametric method

box and whiskers (Fig.2). More detailed evalu-
ation is presented in [2].

The results of application of the bootstrap meth-
odology for treatment of this data set are shown
in Table and Fig.3. The computations were per-
formed using MATLAB package with Statistics
Toolbox [7]. Estimated number of bootstrap simu-
lation was 5000.

It is seen that using the bootstrap methodology,
not only mean values of the all interesting par-

ameters can be computed, but also the shape of
their own distributions may be found.
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Table. Distribution parameters [ppm] computed by bootstrap for particular analytical methods.

Fig.3. Distributions of mean (a), standard deviation (b), median (c) and IQR (d) computed using bootstrap for results
obtained for iron determination in leaves.
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vs = w – ws                           (2)
The aim of this work was to find a qualitative

parameter, which could be used, as a figure of merit
for detecting distortion of the smoothed spectra,
based on the above linear model.

It is assumed that as long as the part of the raw
spectrum removed by the smoothing procedure
(vs) will be of random nature, the smoothed spec-
trum can be considered as undistorted. To detect
the random nature of the vs one can use its auto-
correlation function rvs [1]:
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where: p – shift (lag),  σ2(vs) – variance of removal
noise, i – 1…k, k – number of channels.

If the vector vs is of random nature (e.g. white
noise) its autocorrelation function has a zero value
at all lags except a value of unity at lag zero, to
indicate that the removed noise is completely
uncorrelated. A correlated noise on the other hand

Recently, data and signal smoothing became al-
most standard procedures in the spectrometric and
chromatographic methods. In radiometry, the main
purpose to apply smoothing is minimisation of the
statistical fluctuation and avoid distortion.

Every procedure of smoothing leads to some
distortions of the smoothed spectra. However, it
is difficult to find an objective measure of the de-
gree to which the smoothed spectrum was distort-
ed, because the shape of “ideal” spectrum is un-
known. Most of the smoothing and denoising pro-
cedures are based on the assumption of the addi-
tive noise model:

w = wp – v                           (1)
where: w, wp – vectors of the raw and “ideal” spec-
trum respectively; v – vector of noise.

In practice, if a smoothing procedure is applied
to a spectrum, the experimentator knows, beside
the raw spectrum, the smoothed spectrum only
(vectors of w and ws), and can compute the vector
of removed part assuming the linear model:
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Fig. Root mean square error of total counts for the smoothed and raw spectra and rms of the autocorrelation function of
the removed noise vs. filter width for simulated spectra smoothed with the Savitsky-Golay procedure.


